2008 chevy equinox power steering fuse

My Chevy equinox Sport doesn't have 80 amp mega fuse. Steering is tight how do I tell what
kind of steering system I have. My equinox says I need to service my power steering. I did just
jump start my husbands so I think I blew the ps fuse I just dont know where to even find this
fuse. In my equinox I have no power steering. I have changed the 80 ampt fuse and still have no
power steering and my stable control code is still showing. I don't know what to do next can
you plea Hi I have a equinox 2. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Power
steering. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Equinox question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Equinox Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Chevrolet Equinox based on all problems reported for the Equinox. It also pops loud when
turning the steering wheel. When I am driving on straight and smooth roads, there is no issue
whatsoever. I have taken my vehicle to four different shops and had it looked at by eight
different mechanics and no one can figure out the problem. This needs to be fixed by general
motors immediately! I strongly feel that this can become a serious safety issue. Today driving to
work I notice the steering wheel locked as soon as I started to drive. There is no place to add
power steering fluid as I have been told by employees at advance auto part because it is either
electric or hydraulic. Please help? It was locked just b4 replacing the alternator about 1 week
ago and remains locked today. My 74 year old brother bought his Equinox new it has less than ,
miles on it and it is the biggest heap of crap Chevrolet invented!!!! Transmission starts jerking
when hitting 45 mph dealership informed us of the transmission when we took in for a recall on
a defective gas modual that they never replaced saying the part was ok. Started Feb 7. The
stable link light periodically comes on saying to service the stable trac then goes off started
March of 8. The top of the brake light on the back hatch is gone where it fell off at some point
has many other things wrong. Turn signal gears to turn off signals for right and left signal do
not work. The washer fluid motor does not work. Drivers door power window motor broke from
window. Drivers door has to be manually locked and unlocked. This vehicle is a clean and in
excellent shape it was bought new and is owned by an elderly man. It has not been abused has
less that , miles on it. The power steering has gone out making it very difficult to steer and park
at low speeds. I've several forums with this problem occurring a lot. I don't understand why this
vehicle is not part of the power steering recalls. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Equinox. The
contact stated that while driving 25 mph, the power steering went out on the vehicle. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The
failure mileage 54, The contact owns a Chevrolet Equinox. While driving 55 mph, the stability
and traction lights illuminated without warning. In addition, the power steering malfunctioned.
The vehicle was taken to be repaired. The failure mileage was , The contact stated that while
driving 55 mph, the stability traction light illuminated without warning. In addition, the power
steering malfunctioned as well. I bought my Equinox used in with 87, Since having it, I've
replaced the tire valve sensors broke again. I was told that fixing them are a waste of time and
money because they will continue to malfunction. I've replaced turn signal handle. A month
later, I have to manually turn off my turning signals no matter how sharp or wide my turns are.
Since I first got my vehicle, my stability traction service light, I think the abs light and check
engine light pops on. Can't take to mechanic due to the issues not being constant. Once I
caught engine light on,it was a egr valve, replaced that. Issue continues. My car wouldn't start.
So I brought a new battery then my car started and then I noticed stabilitrak light was on. I try to
drive car but my steering wheel would not turn and couldn't drive the car. I drove my car to the
store went in for about an hour. When I came back out my car wouldn't start. I thought my car
battery had went dead so I got a jump but then I noticed my stability track light was on and that
my power steering had went out. As soon as I made it home turned the car off and tried to
restart it, it went dead again. As I look up to see what could be wrong with my vehicle I've
noticed that this is a common malfunction that seems to be happening a lot. I know cars can go
out but this also happen a lot where a consumer spends there hard earned money only to be
duked in the end. I've only had my car for four months and although it's used I felt that I should
have been notified of this and it should have been my decision on whether or not I want to
purchase the vehicle. Even though I was lucky and didn't crash. I hope that this does become a
recall as it is way to dangerous. As I'm driving at any speed my sterring colum rubs and makes
it hard to turn corners. Have to force more just to drive cause it doesn't feel like it has power
steering. The contact stated that when the vehicle was started there was no power steering

without warning. The power steering resumed after the contact disconnected the cars battery
and reconnected it. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer or diagnosed. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 73, Thankfully, while this is
happening more frequently, now at least weekly it has not happened in traffic. When checking
service codes, the indicated problem systems are "secondary ignition circuit" and "stabilitrak.
While stopped at a light the stabilitrak failed and the car in a possessed manor accelerated and
the brakes failed pushing me forward into traffic. Once I regained some control of the vehicle,
the car was hopping, the engine was making a knocking sound, and I could not go more than 25
miles per hour and steering was difficult. Two warning lights came on. The dash also had the
check engine light on. Because it was late and the issue started maybe on 5 miles from home,
we tried to creep home at 25 miles per hour. There is no warning that your vehicle is going to do
this. This also happened on a road trip from chicago to minneapolis; halfway there warning
lights went off and I lost stability along with my 4 wheel drive. I,m driving and with no warning
theres no power steering at all till this day and the dealership can not figure out the problem but
I read that it happened to lots of people with the same car please do something before somthing
bad happens and let us know what the problem really is so me and my family can be safe and
we can get it fixed. The contact stated that the steering wheel locked without warning while
turning. The contact was able to avoid a crash by turning the steering wheel with force. The
contact also stated that the failure was experienced several times while driving at various
speeds. The VIN was not available. The approximate failure and current mileage was , My wife
was driving the vehicle home late when the service engine light came on traction control came
on then service stabilitrak light came on and stayed. Made steering very difficult, like old time
truck would have been. Luckily kept control or could have resulted into something very serious!
Warranty with only miles on it. I have read of this occurring to many others, hopefully no
injuries. This seems to be a problem that needs to be resolved. I am taking it to the dealer
tomorrow. I was on my way to my daughters drs app with her friend in my chev Equinox,this
app was approximately 1 hr away and highway driving. When the steering locked up and
wouldn't let me turn , managed to force a small enough to pull over to side of road. It was very
scary ,we could have been killed. Manage to off highway down to community to nearest gm
dealer safely. They told me its not safe to drive,and never seen anything like this before,my
warranty is out,still paying on this and it could have killed us!. Tl- the contact owns a Chevrolet
Equinox. The contact stated that while driving the power steering suddenly malfunctioned
making the steering wheel very difficult to turn. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who
diagnosed that the power steering was faulty. The vehicle was repaired but no further
information was available. In a separate incident the contact stated that while the vehicle was
stationary a second vehicle crashed into the front end of the vehicle. During the incident the
seat belts malfunctioned and the air bags did not deploy. The contact suffered neck, hand and
knee injuries and the front passenger suffered head, lung and rib injuries during the crash. A
police report was taken at the scene. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage
was 50, Was involved in a mva and driver was traveling mph when her car hit the front end
driver side and air bag failed to deploy. Since then air bag sensor turns on and off when there is
a passenger in the seat. Passenger weighing over lbs. This is a big safety hazard and is scary to
think that this car has yet to be recalled!! I always have to manually lock and unlock each one.
Safety issue again! Recall this car before someone else gets injured. Car Problems. Steering
problem 1. Steering problem 2. Steering problem 3. Steering problem 4. Steering problem 5.
Steering problem 6. Steering problem 7. Steering problem 8. Steering problem 9. Steering
problem Other Steering related problems of the Chevrolet Equinox. Steering problems Lose
Power Steering problems. Steering Column problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering
Wheel Vibrate problems. Power Steering Pump problems. Steering Tie Rod Assembly problems.
Steering Is Tight problems. Steering Failed problems. In my equinox I have no power steering. I
have changed the 80 ampt fuse and still have no power steering and my stable control code is
still showing. I don't know what to do next can you please help. Kelly answered 11 months ago.
Guru6ZSK1 answered 11 months ago. I have checked all the plugs wires and connectors. Where
is the power steering control module located? Make sure your battery is good. My low battery
killed my 80 amp fuse. I got the battery replaced and the fuse and it's been okay since. I don't
know what to do next can you plea My equinox says I need to service my power steering. I did
just jump start my husbands so I think I blew the ps fuse I just dont know where to even find
this fuse. My Chevy equinox Sport doesn't have 80 amp mega fuse. Steering is tight how do I
tell what kind of steering system I have. I replaced the fuse but that didn't correct the problem.
I've read online that my car does not have a pump but a motor. Is that all or does it have a belt
as well? All search queries all say to replac I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be

considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Power
steering is still out after changing the fuse. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Equinox question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Equinox Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. My equinox says I need to service my power steering. I did just jump start my husbands so
I think I blew the ps fuse I just dont know where to even find this fuse. Dylan answered about a
year ago. Guin26 answered 2 months ago. My Chevy equinox Sport doesn't have 80 amp mega
fuse. Steering is tight how do I tell what kind of steering system I have. In my equinox I have no
power steering. I have changed the 80 ampt fuse and still have no power steering and my stable
control code is still showing. I don't know what to do next can you plea Hi I have a equinox 2. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Power steering. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Equinox question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Equinox Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My wifes car: suddenly the steering got hard, good thing
she was on afarm rd. Have a local pro scan for codes it may be the electric steering is screwed
up. Was this answer. The same thing happened to me! I managed to drive it like that for a couple
days while I researched what the problem might be. I finally gave up after numerous hours
researching. I gave up and tried trouble shooting myself! So first thing i did was get it scanned a
C code came up and i checked the fuse and it was fine. Since that wasn't the problem; with the
car off I removed the cover for the electronic power steering motor and wiggled the wiring and
made sure all the connector were probably seated and clicked. I turned the car on and it started
working! The power steering was back! I did not disconnect the battery or anything I do not
know if it a temporary or a permanent fix but I just started my 5th day after i did this and power
steering is working fine! Saved me couple hundred of dollars of diagnostic and numerous
headaches! It's worth the try! Excellent addition to this thread! Please feel free to help out
whenever you are on the site : Was this answer. The service stibili trek came on steering is hard
is this an expense repair Was this answer. Dont even know what is wrong yet. We need the code
for the system to help you further. If your 80 Amp fuse was not the issue to the loss of your
power steering and a faulty power steering motor does not appear when scanned; I recommend
you to try and wiggle the wiring and make sure all the connector aren't loose on you Power
steering motor located under the steering column as shown on the video. I do not know if it a
temporary or a permanent fix but I just started my 5th day after i did this and it is working fine!
Saved be couple hundred of dollars of diagnostic and numerous headaches! Did you ever get
the code for the system so I can help you further? Roy Was this answer. Jump starting a friends
car connected the positive to the post on the fuse box and as I was doing that the negative
landed on the post to the rear of the fuse box causing it to arch. Hopped in the vehicle and
everything seemed normal except no power steering. Replaced the 80 amp relay and still
nothing. What should I do next? Check fuse 63 marked EPS, 80 amp. If that fuse is good, then
you likely fried the Steering Control Module Was this answer. If your 80 Amp fuse was not the
issue to the loss of your power steering try and wiggle the wiring on you Power steering motor
and push in the connectors under the steering column. Do not know if it a temporary or a
permanent fix. This might be a quick and easy fix. Please login or register to post a reply. So My
05 Equinox Is Just. Never Gets Louder Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Electric
power steering controller box for Saturn Vue or Chevy Equinox. This kit includes the EPS
controller, adjustment knob, power plug, block-off plate, 60 amp fuse and fuse holder, dust
boot, and instructions. It is very easy to install. Color instructions, Dimensions, B
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used 40 ford explorer engine
est Practices and many other resources can be found on our website at ePowerSteering.
Electric power steering uses an electric motor to assist the steering. A computer module ECU
receives information from several sensors and decides which level of assistance the electric
motor should deliver to the steering. It sends information to the ECU according to the position
of the knob. So, the position of this knob will determine the steering assistance level. We are the
US reseller for the Bruno unit. This is the real deal. Not just some knock off. Together Bruno and

ePowerSteering have been selling these units for over 10 years. We do not provide support on
equipment and parts sourced elsewhere. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. We ship to North America
only. Most items will be sent within 24 hours. Additional information Weight 5. Reviews There
are no reviews yet. Add to cart Details Quick View. Go to Top.

